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Abstract

Temporal formalisms are useful in several
applications such as planning� scheduling
and diagnosis� Probabilistic temporal rea�
soning emerged to deal with the uncer�
tainties usually encountered in such ap�
plications� Bayesian networks provide a
simple compact graphical representation
of a probability distribution by exploit�
ing conditional independencies� This pa�
per presents a simple technique for repre�
senting time in Bayesian networks by ex�
pressing probabilities as functions of time�
Probability transfer functions allow the
formalismto deal with causal relations and
dependencies between time points� Tech�
niques to represent related time instants
are distinct from those used to represent
independent time instants but the proba�
bilistic formalism is useful in both cases�
The study of the cumulative e�ect of re�
peated events involves various models such
as the competing risks model and the
additive model� Dynamic Bayesian net�
works inference mechanisms are adequate
for temporal probabilistic reasoning de�
scribed in this work� Examples from med�
ical diagnosis� circuit diagnosis and com�
mon sense reasoning help illustrate the use
of these techniques�

� Introduction

Bayesian networks are a probabilistic approach to
reasoning about uncertainty� A Bayesian network ���	
is a directed acyclic graph where nodes denote ran�
dom variables and arcs represent causal dependencies
between them� Throughout this paper we shall use
a network� from �
	� shown in Figure �� An English
equivalent for this network might be �When the fam�
ily goes out they turn on the light of the outdoor lamp
and put the dog in the backyard� The dog�s barking
is heard when it is out in the backyard�� This net�
work has four random variables� family�out� light�on�
dog�out and hear�bark� From the network structure�
family�out a�ects the status of the light light�on and

that of the dog dog�out� The arc between dog�out and
hear�bark means that the dog�s barking is heard when
it is out� The topology of the graph represents the
fact that the joint distribution of the variables can be
written as the product of the conditional probability
of each node given its immediate predecessors� From
now on� fo� do� lo and hb stand for family�out� dog�
out� light�on and hear�bark respectively� The joint
probability distribution for the network in Figure � is
P fo� lo� do� hb� � P fo�P lojfo�P dojfo�P hbjdo��
The topology of the network together with the proba�
bility calculus allow the calculation of the probability
of any randomvariable e�g� family�out given some evi�
dence e�g� light�on and�or hear�bark� The probability

of fo given lo is P fojlo� � P �fo�lo�
P �lo� or P fojlo� �

P �fo�lo�
P �lo�fo��P �lo��fo� where P fo� lo� � P lojfo�P fo�

and P lo��fo� � P loj�fo�P �fo�� Many AI and
decision problems can be solved using Bayesian net�
works�
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Figure �� Bayes Network

Time is an important dimension for AI and rea�
soning� A �rst wave of investigators studied logics
of time� see for example� Allen ��	� McDermott ��
	
and McCarthy ���	� The study of probabilistic tem�
poral formalisms is relatively new� Berzuini ��	 uses
Bayesian nets for temporal reasoning about causal�
ity� Berzuini�s formalism considers each time period
of interest as an additional random variable� This



may considerably increase the number of variables in
the network and the complexity of inference� Dean
and Kanazawa ��	 show how to represent persistence
and causation� They use survivor functions to rep�
resent changing beliefs with time� This temporality
allows predictive inferences but does not seem able
to make inferences about independent time points�
Dagum� Galper and Horvitz ��	 use a dynamic be�
lief network for forecasting� The dynamic network
model shows how random variables at time t are af�
fected on one hand by contemporaneous variables at
time t as well as by the random variables at time
t � �� Meixner ���	 axiomatizes a probabilistic the�
ory of possibility based on temporal propensity� Had�
dawy ��	 introduces a probabilistic branching future
model that corresponds to modal temporal logic�

� Temporal Networks

A probabilistic temporal representation� like most
other temporal representations� must address the is�
sue of discrete versus continuous time� Discrete time
is useful for various applications and seems simpler
to deal with than continuous time� However interval
based dense time seems more natural and elegant for
reasoning� In temporal logics both representations
are used � Allen ��	 uses a dense time while McDer�
mott ��
	 uses a point based time allowing intervals
to be de�ned by its two end points� Probabilistic
temporal representations have also used both time
models� Berzuini ��	 uses a continuous time and Dean
and Kanazawa consider time to be discrete� Here� the
position taken regarding this issue is to allow both�
leaving the choice to the knowledge engineer� This
is possible because discrete time corresponds to dis�
crete probability and continuous time corresponds to
continuous probability� Probability theory can han�
dle both cases� In the continuous case� probability
density functions are de�ned as functions of time� In
the discrete case probabilities themselves are func�
tions of time� For continuous time� the evaluation
of the probability of the truth of certain �uents be�
tween two instants marking a period is the integral
of the probability density function between those two
instants� The discussion will deal mostly with dis�
crete time but the equations for the continuous case
will be mentioned and a circuit diagnosis example in
Section 
�� illustrates how to deal with probability
density functions�

The second basic issue is how to associate probabil�
ities and time� Two possibilities are considered� the
�rst is to follow Berzuini�s networks of dates model
and consider times as random variables and the sec�
ond is to parameterize probabilities with time� To
motivate the discussion around this issue� let us in�
troduce temporality to the family�out example in the
previous section by adding the following statements�

�� If the family is out during the day they do not
turn the light on�

�� if the family is not out during the day they open
some windows�

Figure � illustrates the new network�
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Figure �� The Modi�ed Network

The variable window�open �wo� represents the
probability of the window being open� The tempo�
ral variable day�time �dt� is true when it is day and
false otherwise� The joint probability distribution ex�
pressed by the network is P fo� dt� wo� lo� do� hb� �
P fo�P dt�P wojfo� dt�P lojfo� dt�P dojfo�P hbjdo��
Representing day�time by a random variable compli�
cates the network by increasing the number of nodes�
The probabilities of wo and lo depend on the joint
probability of dt and fo� this further complicates the
representation� It may even get more cumbersome if
we try to represent the following statements�


� Usually the family is out between ���� am till
���� pm�

�� sometimes they come home for lunch between
����� noon and ���� pm�

�� when they come for lunch they do not bring the
dog in�

�� they go to visit friends between ���� pm and
����� pm�

Moreover� temporal variables like dt do not seem
to meet the de�nition of a random variable� Consider
the rather intuitive de�nition of a random variable in
��	

�A random variable may be de�ned roughly
as a variable that takes on di	erent values
because of chance��

Does day�time take on di�erent values because of
chance� The dt variable takes on the values �true
or false� depending on the deterministic motion of
earth in space� Whether or not it is daytime can be
determined from the sunrise and sunset times from
the local newspaper� Treating time as a random vari�
able complicates our reasoning unnecessarily� Here
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Figure 
� Probabilities as functions of time

the probabilities are functions of time� resulting in a
simpler network�

Figure 
 illustrates this approach� The proba�
bilities� variation with time is shown over a single
day� The period �a day� is a complete cycle after
which probabilities follow the same pattern repeat�
edly� Such probability patterns capture the cyclic
property of time useful in applications such as di�
agnosis of dynamic circuits with feedback� When the
problem does not exhibit this cyclic property� the rea�
soning requires the expression of probability over a
window of interest� In the next section� a circuit di�
agnosis example illustrates how to deal with acyclic
time� Returning to Figure 
� P fo� captures condi�
tions 
���� and �� above� The change in P dojfo�
between noon and ���� pm re�ects statement ���
The �rst two statements are represented by the prob�
abilities P lojfo� and P wojfo� where the daytime
is from ���� am to ���� pm� The sharp changes in
the probabilities in Figure 
 re�ect the precision ex�
pressed in the statements� A smoother curve would
be used to represent �around � am� as opposed to �����
am��

It is reasonable to assume P dojhb� is time inde�
pendent� This may seem unusual here but note this
representation does allow this �exibility� In Section

�� hb is treated as an event�

It is worth noting that although this formalismcan
answer questions of the form �what is happening at
time t
� it cannot answer the question �when does
x happen 
�� However in most applications� a direct
probabilistic answer for the �rst question at di�erent
time points� approximates the probability distribu�

tion for the answer to the second� hence giving an
indirect answer�

� Temporal reasoning

From a temporal reasoning viewpoint� there are at
least two types of probabilistic relationships between
two di�erent time points or periods� they may be
completely independent of each other unrelated�� or
dependent related�� If belief in �uent f at time
ti is not a�ected by the knowledge K at another
time tj then f at ti is temporally independent of
K at tj � This independence means the probabil�
ity of f at ti and that of K at tj are related by
P f�tijK�tj� � P f�ti��

In our example� if an observer goes past the house
every few hours� instantaneously looks at the lights
and checks if the dog is barking� then this observer
can use the independence assumptions to reach a con�
clusion about family�out� Every observation is inde�
pendent of the others provided that they are distant�

On the other hand� if the observer stays to watch
the light and listen for the dog for few hours� then
the reasoning in this case should be able to relate
what happens at one instant with previous and fu�
ture instants� In this case belief in �uent f at time
ti is a�ected by the knowledge K at time tj and
P f�tijK�tj� �� P f�ti�� Persistence and causa�
tion are interesting special cases of reasoning about
related time points�

��� Independent Time Instants or Periods

As mentioned before� the assumption of independence
between di�erent time points holds for the instanta�



neous observer� This means that observations made
at time point ti do not a�ect conclusions at tj if i �� j�
If this observer sees the light and hears the dog bark�
ing then this observer can use the probabilities in Fig�
ure 
� to evaluate the probability of family�out� Later�
new observations and conclusions are made that are
completely independent of the previous ones because
many events could have happened between the two
time points�

For the instantaneous observer� temporal reason�
ing is therefore a set of atemporal Bayes nets ex�
cept for the probabilities� they must correspond to
the time point under consideration� Reasoning is not
much harder than the atemporal case� To further il�
lustrate the applicability of this assumption� consider
the following circuit diagnosis problem�

(a)  The Circuit (b) The Network

(c)  Probability Density Functions
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Figure �� Circuit Diagnosis Example

A simple torch ��ashlight� circuit consists
of a bulb� a switch and a battery connected
as in Figure ��a� The probability distri�
bution for the life time of the bulb and
the battery are normal with means of ���
and �� hours respectively� as shown in Fig�
ure ��c� The wiring and the switch rarely
fail but their probability of failure is high
initially due to burn�in faults� Then it
drops as these defects usually a	ect the
torch during the �rst few hours of oper�
ation� The failure probability �nally rises
again with aging�

To evaluate the probability of wiring�problem given
the torch is not working� it is necessary to know
the number of operating hours after which the torch
stopped working� The network used here� Figure ��
b� is similar to the symptom�disease network in ���	�
Failures defective switch�wiring� defective bulb and
defective battery cause or explain the malfunction of
the torch� Two malfunctions can be observed� al�
ways o	 and always on� The window of interest here

is the life time of the torch� expected to be some tens
of thousands of hours� Replacement of a component
can be represented by simply shifting the correspond�
ing density function to start at the replacement time�
Section � justi�es such a shift within the temporal for�
malism� At time t� the probability malfunctionMj is
caused by the failure of component ci is given by

P cijMj� �

Z t

�
PDF cijMj�dt

where PDF is the probability density function�

��� Dependent �Related� Time Instants or
Periods

Now� suppose the observer� in the family�out example
is monitoring the status of the light and the barking
of the dog� If at time ti the dog�s barking is heard� one
should conclude that the dog is out in the backyard at
this instant and for some time afterwards� But after
listening a while and not hearing the dog� one should
be less certain about whether the dog is out or not�
This decay in certainty with time is also a function
of time that relates probabilities at all instants with
an event where an event is an occurrence� In the
present example any change in observations would be
an event� Events tend to occur over time intervals
of zero or longer duration� The distinction between
event types and event tokens made by Hanks ��	 is
useful here� Event types are classes of events and
event tokens are particular instances� While hearing�
bark is an event type�hearing�bark at ���� is an event
token� Interaction between event tokens is discussed
in Section ����
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Figure �� Probabilities dependence on events

For each event type� a probability transfer function
represents the e�ect of an event token of this type
on other variables� A probability transfer function
de�nes a relation between P xje� and the time t for
all t where x is a random variable� e an event type�

The network in Figure � represents the decaying
probability for dog�out given hear�barking using an
exponential decay probability transfer function�



Changes a�ecting the same object may have di�er�
ent implications and hence di�erent probability trans�
fer functions� If the light is turned on somebody at
home might have turned it on� Observing the light
going o� can have two possible explanations� the �rst
that it was turned�o� or it just burnt out� Observ�
ing the light going on is slightly stronger evidence
that someone is at home than observing it going o��
Figure � shows the network and the probabilities as�
sociated with such a turn�light�on scenario� The light�
turned�on event is represented by a node that reduces
the probability of family�out� Turning the light on in�
stantaneously reduces belief in fo�

On the other hand this event token should a�ect
light�on by making it true� The transfer function is a
step function in this case� As time progresses� the ob�
servation that the light was turned�on some time ago
does not contribute to the conclusion of family�out or
otherwise� The arc marking this causal relationship
is then either removed from the network or the condi�
tional probability� as de�ned by the transfer function�
saturates at a value chosen to mark indi�erence�
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Figure �� Light goes on

Probability transfer functions let us represent
many forms of temporal dependencies� Consider the
following example from ��	 to see how this formalism
expresses causal relations�

Either transplant or a subsequent transfu�
sion may have caused an accidental inoc�
ulation of virus A or virus B� The inoc�
ulated virus� after a period of incubation�
overgrows causing fever� Fever� however
may also develop due to other causes�

This can be represented as shown in Figure � and
�� The incubation period is represented as a delay
between the infection and the fever and overgrowth�
The probability of transfusion is high during and just
after a transplant� This probability decreases expo�
nentially with time as shown in Figure �� The inocu�
lation of virus A and B may happen any time during

the transplant or the transfusion� The incubation pe�
riod is di�erent for virus A and virus B but in both
cases has a normal distribution�

It is easy to calculate the probability P f�ojvirA�
on a given day provided the time of transplant is
known�

The distinction between monitoring and occasional
sampling is a critical one� If occasional sampling is
done frequently enough� it is equivalent to monitor�
ing� The limit at which sampling can replace contin�
uous monitoring� according to information theory� is
equal to twice the maximum frequency in the signal�
This may seem arti�cial in our present example but
is useful in applications like diagnosis�

� Convolutions� Probabilities and
Models

It is necessary to unify the ideas temporal pro�le of
random variables� conditional probabilities and the
transfer function for events�

How should a transfer function combine with a
temporal pro�le� Should hearing the dog barking
continuously for �ve minutes� increase our certainty
about the dog being out� What would be the cer�
tainty of dog�out if the dog just barked from time to
time during the observation period�

Some mathematical tools and models are necessary
to answer these questions�

��� Convolution in Probability Theory

The convolution integral of two distributions f� and
f� is another distribution f written f � f� � f�� For
continuous time� f is evaluated with the formula

ft� �

Z
�

��

f�t� � �f�� �d��

or

fn� �
�X

m��

f�m�f�n �m�

for discrete time�
If f� and f� represent the distribution of two ran�

dom variables X and Y respectively� f is the distri�
bution of a random variable Z � X � Y�

Now let f� be the distribution of a random variable
t� de�ned as the time when we heard the dog bark�
and let f� be the distribution of the random variable
t� de�ned as the duration during which we continue
to think that the dog is out after hearing the barking�
Thus f allows us to evaluate the probability of dog�
out following hear�bark� As shown in ���� convolution
can also handle the cumulative e�ect of several events
for additive storage models and a special case of the
competing risks model�

Whenever the principle of superposition applies�
that is when the e�ect of a set of inputs is the sum
of the e�ect of each considered independently� the
convolution can be used to evaluate the e�ect of a
sequence of events�
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Figure �� The Probabilities

��� Modeling Interaction of Events and
E�ects

Random variables representing beliefs� probability
of events and e�ects of the events on belief inter�
act in many interesting ways� In a Bayesian net�
work representation� these interactions are re�ected
by dependencies in the joint probabilities� Con�
sider for example the relation between leaving�home�
arriving�at�work and crowded�streets� The probabil�
ity of arriving�at�work at ���� as a result of leaving�
home at ��
� given that the streets are crowded is
di�erent from the probability if the the streets are
not crowded� Possible causes for crowded�streets are
rain� accident or construction� In general the transfer
function can depend on time� rain causes crowded�
streets only if it rains during the rush hour for more
than �� minutes� for example� There may be also
causal dependencies between events� e�g� rain makes
accident more probable� Dealing with this type of sit�
uation requires that the temporal pro�le of the joint
probability distribution is known�

In some situations the interaction between events
follows simpler models and the net e�ect of a number
of events can be evaluated from the e�ect of a sin�
gle event and information about the time at which
they occurred� Storage processes� competing risks
and domination are such models�

� Storage process with additive inputs

A storage process can be thought of in terms
of a warehouse or a dam� characterized by its
in�ow� its capacity and its release rule� See for
example Glynn ��	� Let events be additive in�
puts� let release rules be functions in the inputs
and let the storage level be the degree of belief
such that the change in storage level re�ects the
change of belief with time� This model can rep�
resent our dog�out and hear�bark causal relation�
Every token of hear�bark tends to �ll the belief
in dog�out to a certain level� The release rule
guarantees an exponential decay of this belief�
These systems follow the conservation of mass
principle� This principle� when applied to our
example implies that we cannot believe dog�out
unless we hear barking at least once� It may be
useful however to allow do to have a non zero
probability before any hb event token� One way
to do this is to use the P hb� as an input causing
P do� � ��

Convolution can be used to evaluate the be�
lief storage� resulting from the accumulation of
events inputs� of a storage process� Glynn ��	
shows a storage process can be approximated
by a �nite state space model� Transfer func�
tions can be derived from the state space model
or designed to re�ect the same behavior�

Figure � illustrates how the probability of dog�
out changes given di�erent hear�barking event
patterns� where probabilities are calculated us�
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Figure �� Convolution Results

ing convolution� In this �gure� the belief in dog�
out rises sharply whenever hear�bark takes place�
and the degree of belief reached each time is
slightly higher� If the barking is heard continu�
ously over a period� the belief in dog�out keeps
rising during this period and then decays after
barking ceases to be heard� The fourth event
pattern in the �gure deals with the case when
the dog is heard continuously� In this case belief
rises and then almost saturates�

The use of two release rules allows us to com�
pute the probability that the city on the horizon
is Regina after driving from Saskatoon for time
t� The �rst release rule lets driving accumu�
late until after you have arrived in Regina with
high probability� Then the second rule is ap�
plied letting the probability of being in Regina
decay with driving to express the idea that you
should have passed Regina� Both rules may be
non�linear such that the probability get a shape
similar to the expected distribution�

� Competing Risks Model

As the name suggests� the competing risks
model represents two or more potential dan�
gers competing to cause the failure of an organ�
ism� An interesting generalization of this model
is when di�erent potential causes compete to
produce the same e�ect and the success of one
of them prevents the others from successeding�
Kalb�eisch and Prentice ���	� and Hutchinson
���	 consider some applications of this model�
In the context of events� competitions occur
frequently� e�g� repeated exposures to some
viruses compete until one causes infection after
which the body develops an immunity� For con�
tinuous time� the probability density of failure
ft� due to two risk is ft� � f�t��f�t�� Here
f�t� � l�t� � L�t� and f�t� � l�t� � L�t��
L�t� and L�t� are the probabilities of survival
at time t while l�t� and l�t� are the proba�
bility density of failure hazard function�� The
case for discrete time is simpler and the proba�

bility is fn� � l�n�� l�n�� l�n�� l�n�� l�n�
and l�n� are the probability of failure at time
n for the �rst and second risk respectively�

In both cases if the e�ects of the two infections
do not overlap in time we obtain a simpler form
ft� � l�t� � l�t�� If the two risks have the
same hazard function lt� but at di�erent times�
which is the case if a person is exposed twice to
the same virus then l�t� � lt�t��� l�t� � lt�
t�� where t� and t� are the times of exposure to
the virus� In this case convolution can be used
to evaluate the probabilities� Otherwise the use
of the original equations would be required�

� Dominating Events Model

In this model a particular event tends to dom�
inate the others� Rules to determine the domi�
nating event along with the transfer function of
this event are needed in this context� The rules
can be simple� like the most recent event and
this rules applies to our circuit diagnosis exam�
ple� Given a sequence of changing�bulb events�
the probability that the circuit failed due to
burned�out�bulb depends on the last changing�
bulb and the lifetime of the bulbs� The condition
for this model to apply is that the dominating
event makes the dominated events irrelevant to
the reasoning�

	 Conclusion

Representing probabilities as functions of time seems
to be a simple and useful technique for implementing
probabilistic temporal reasoning� Probability trans�
fer functions can represent di�erent types of events�
Known Bayes net inference methods can evaluate
probabilities of outcomes� By characterizing the de�
pendencies between di�erent instants or periods tem�
poral reasoning can be done with a small compu�
tational overhead� Decoupling temporal reasoning
across di�erent time points from the reasoning at a
given time point simpli�es reasoning� Simple inter�
action models such as the storage model� competing



risks model or the domination model can be used to
represent some useful temporal phenomena without
complicating inference�
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